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Abstract: A Lumber mill converts felled logs from trees into 

green wood lumber. As a piece of the GVCS, it unlocks a 

range of well-established wood construction techniques. To 

convert the green wood into finished dried lumber the cut 

boards are either air-dried or fired in a kiln. The demand for 

services provided by portable mills is a relatively new 

phenomenon. Much of the north central and northeastern 

United States is heavily forested with maturing stands of 

mixed hardwood and softwood species. The wood resource 

for smaller mills is virtually limitless. Owner/operators can 

often gain access to free or inexpensive logs, seek out 

specialty “character” wood, saw custom dimensions, and 

lumber on sites with low saw timber volumes, thereby saving 

trucking to and from a mill.  Portable lumber mills have 

become an attractive enterprise option in recent years. With 

improved technology, small units run by one or two people 

can economically produce good quality lumber. There are 

more than 70 manufacturers of portable sawmills from which 

to choose and a wide variety of models.  

     The simplest and least expensive rely on manual labor for 

all operations except powering the lumber blade. The more 

automated (and therefore expensive models) include hydraulic 

or electric accessories that require minimal physical labor. To 

assist the designer in modeling of blades of miller tool suite 

provides built in routines for modeling either standard or 

modules manufactured from alternative materials. This 

module of blade is being designed by the modeling software 

like CATIA V5; it is being done analysis by using ANSYS 

Workbench. The family of TEC routines provides the 

designer the ability to model single stage or multi-stage blade 

levels and calculate valuable sizing information regarding log 

performance. This paper describes a suite of lumber mill 

analysis models which have been developed to assist lumber 

millers who have to plan for changes in log supply, 

processing technologies, and market needs. Linear 

programming, probability laws, queuing and simulation 

techniques have been combined with saw log geometry and 

machine demand calculations to form an integrated lumber 

mill design and evaluation model. The individual models have 

been used independently and collectively to improve 

productivity in existing lumber mills, help with the planning 

of modifications required to cope with changes in the log 

resource, and as an aid in the design of new lumber mills. 

Keywords: GVCS, TEC Routines. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

     Wood process is any sawing gadget that you can move 

without a lot of trouble starting with one site then onto the 

next and that you use to change over logs into stumble. There 

are many distinctive sorts of plants (in the future, we'll allude 

to a convenient timber process as only a plant). These sorts 

include: chain blunder factories, roundabout plants with 

moving log carriages, roundabout factories with moving saw 

and stationary log, band factories with moving carriages, and 

band factories with moving saws. Such factories may utilize 

diesel fuel, gas, or power. Most can be controlled by one 

administrator.  

 
Fig: 1: Portable Lumber process. 

     Compact timber factories ended up mainstream in the 

United States beginning in the 1970s, when the 1973 vitality 

emergency and the back to the land development had 

prompted recharged enthusiasm for little woodlots and in 

independence. Their notoriety developed exponentially since 

1982, when the primary Wood-Mizer versatile band stumble 

process was designed.  

A. Lumber process/Operation  

     A timber factory's essential activity is much similar to 

those of many years back; a log enters toward one side and 

dimensional wood exits on the opposite end. After trees are 

chosen for collect, the following stage in logging is felling 

the trees, and kicking them to length. Branches are removed 

http://opensourceecology.org/wiki/GVCS
http://opensourceecology.org/wiki/Kiln
http://opensourceecology.org/wiki/Kiln
http://opensourceecology.org/wiki/GVCS
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the storage compartment. This is known as limbing. Logs are 

taken by logging truck, rail or a log drive to the saw process. 

Logs are scaled either while in transit to the factory or upon 

landing in the plant. Debarking expels bark from the logs. 

Decking is the procedure for arranging the logs by species, 

size and end utilize (stumble, pressed wood, chips). A sawyer 

utilizes a head saw, head apparatus or essential saw to break 

the sign into cants (incomplete logs to be additionally 

handled) and flitches (incomplete boards).  

B. Project points and destinations  

This task concentrated on three targets:  

• To audit the proficient cutting methodology, identifying 

with the utilization of compact wood factories  

• To distinguish and assess the basic variables prompting 

the ideal execution of versatile wood plants; and  

• To devise achievable procedures and convey these to key 

partners on the most proficient method to build the 

valuable results of compact wood processes in the area. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

     The main convenient timber plants were the "Small time 

Farmer's Lumber processes." These factories highlighted 

expansive round edges and were showcased amid the mid 

twentieth century by organizations like Sears, Montgomery 

Ward and JC Penney. These machines were all "private mark" 

machines made by the Belsaw Company. Numerous early 

sawmills were intended to be belt-driven from a steam footing 

motor (which could likewise be utilized to transport the saw). 

Preceding the appearance of the versatile 'plant, little scale 

stumble factories were by and large cobbled-together issues 

built and worked by (quite often) two men with an affinity for 

tinkering. This was, and remains, a conventional occupation 

for Amish men; not at all like most mechanical frameworks, 

little timber processes normally don't utilize power.  

A. Portable Lumber plants Come Full Circle  

     The round wood plants were the compact ones. They were 

generally steam fueled, albeit some had a plant lake and water 

turbine control. In later circumstances, such factories have 

been fueled by gas and diesel motors, power and ranch 

tractors. The Frick, American, Lane and Corley factories are 

great cases of the sort. These plants were made in modules 

with wooden edges and were gathered into a total factory. The 

three modules were; husk, containing the saw an entire 

factory. The three modules were; husk, containing the saw 

arbor and carriage feed works; log carriage, and tracks. A 

fourth module was the power supply, yet this was the duty of 

the proprietor and was not provided with the factory. A 

greater part of these factories likewise incorporated a board 

edger, accessible from the factory maker, yet numerous got by 

edging on the enormous saw. Transportability involved point 

of view. A group of six to eight men could disassemble and 

reassemble one of these "versatile" factories in around four 

days relying upon how far they were moving. It was by and 

large thought about that as at least one-half million board feet 

of timber was required to legitimize moving a factory. 

 
Fig 2: Log length. 

B. Advantages  

   Compact factories can be custom fitted and set up nearby, 

by the trees being cut. A few organizations transport their 

plant to collect urban timber where moving the logs would be 

illogical.  

C. Uses  

   The contrast between the measures of waste sawdust made 

between conventional timber plants and the more up to date 

band stumble factories.  

III. METHODOLOGY ON RESEARCH SRATEGY 

A. Definition of 'convenient timber plants'  

    Convenient timber factories are generally lightweight 

machines that can be dismantled, conveyed into the 

backwoods to the site of a felled tree, and afterward 

reassembled to process the storage compartment of that tree. 

The sawn lengths of timber are then transported out of the 

backwoods in different ways. This expulsion might be to the 

closest street for transportation to a urban place available to 

be purchased, or to a town network for an assortment of 

employments, including for building development. The wood 

process is then dismantled and physically conveyed to 

another work site. A qualification could be made amongst 

'compact' and 'versatile' timber plants; anyway the terms are 

frequently utilized synonymously and here the term 

'convenient' remains a non specific descriptor. Portable 

sawmills have a tendency to be worked on or off trailers 

utilizing existing streets and woods arrivals. Their utilization 

is accordingly substantially more confined than that of 

versatile timber plants and in the Pacific they have been 

utilized just in Fiji.  

Five essential sorts of convenient wood process are utilized 

as a part of the Pacific district. These are:  

• Chain-stumble factories,  

• Single roundabout timber factories,  

• Horizontal band-stumble factories,  

• Twin roundabout wood factories, and  

• One-man seat compose processes ordinarily with a 

little round observed. 
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Fig 3: Portable Lumber process. 

 
Fig 4: Specialty cuts, for example, the burl on the left and 

book-coordinated dark cherry pieces on the privilege 

might be cut from a log not helpful for customary 

measurement amble. 

VI. DESIGN METHODLOGY OF PORTABLE 

LUMBER MILL 

A. Modeling of Portable Lumber Mill in CATIA V5  

   This PORTABLE LUMBER MILL is outlined utilizing 

CATIA V5 programming. This product utilized as a part of 

car, aviation, shopper merchandise, overwhelming designing 

and so on it is great programming for outlining entangled 3d 

models, utilizations of CATIA Version 5 like part 

configuration, get together plan. The same CATIA V5 R20 3d 

demonstrate and 2d drawing model is appeared underneath for 

reference. Measurements are taken from. The plan of 3d 

display is done in CATIA V5 programming, and after that to 

do test we are utilizing underneath specified software's.  

 
Fig 5: Model plan of PLM in CATIA-V5 

 
Fig 6: Model plan of cutting instrument in CATIA-V5. 

B. Assembly Modeling of PORTABLE LUMBER MILL  

     In this displaying every single part get amassed together 

with the methods for requirements, fortuitous event, contact, 

balance, point, settle segment, adaptable, control, and so 

forth.  

Control: This order is utilized to control/turn/pivot the part 

in any requried bearing according to the need/appropriate 

requirements are to be connected on the segment.  

Multi View: This is the summon in which every one of the 

perspectives of the part/model can be shown on the screen at 

a same time, they can be altered under the workbench. 
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Fig 7: Using Manipulate Command. 

 
Fig 8: Using Multi View Command. 

V. ANALYSIS OF PORTABLE LUMBER MILL 

A. Procedure for FE Analysis Using ANSYS 

     The investigation of the Railings, Pulleys, V-belt, shafts 

are finished utilizing ANSYS. For contend gathering isn't 

required, engine and joined pulley transmission framework is 

to did by applying minutes at the turn area along which pivot 

we have to say. Settling area is base legs of saw process get 

together machine.  

B. Preprocessor  

     In this stage the accompanying advances were executed:  

Import document in ANSYS window: Document Menu > 

Import> STEP > Click alright for the flew up exchange box > 

Click Peruse" and pick the document spared from 

CATIAV5R20 > Click alright to import the record  

 
Fig 9: Import board in Ansys. 

 
Fig 10: Displacement picture of Strip cutting edge shield. 

 
Fig 11: Stress picture of Strip cutting edge shield. 
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Fig 12: Strain picture of Strip cutting edge shield. 

     Shafts are displayed with 1d component and appeared as 

above and gathered with nearby segments. Scarcely any 

segments are fathomed utilizing Rotational Force Analysis for 

checking the pressure and relocations while pivoting. 

Subsequent to finishing the cross section of every get together 

segments next is to do examination in view of the OEM 

(Original Equipment of Manufacturer) application. So every 

one of the models which are pivoted along which hub that we 

have to say in the Analysis programming to get exact 

outcomes according to the first segment. A portion of the 

segments are should have been illuminated utilizing static 

examination. Which is specified underneath what parts are 

expected to do which kind of examination? Load is connected 

and settling at the base key area, was approved. The material 

and geometric properties are recorded.  

VI. DISCUSSION ON ANALYSYS RESULT 

 
Fig 13: Results of Displacement examination. 

 
Fig 14: Results of Stress examination: 

 
Fig 15: Results of Strain examination 

VII. CONCLUSION 

     Versatile Lumber processing appears to fit well with 

business logging tasks in improving the utilization of wood 

and the lessening of waste. In this model number of various 

activities should be possible in one machine with great 

productivity. In any case, it was watched that there is as yet a 

need to adjust sentiments among logging organizations and 

also stumble/saw mill operators to make this sort of 

collaboration known and to get it actualized. In above figures, 

the removal of the total parts is coincided and fathomed 

utilizing Ansys and dislodging is 0.407mm which is less. 

This is demonstrating to us that obviously every part in 

gathering is having minor removal. Stress is at the settling 

area (Minimum Stress which is adequate), stretch esteem is 

2.728 MPa. The esteem which is less contrasted with yield 

esteem; this is beneath the yield point. The most extreme 

strain is 0.216E-04 MPa, this arrangement fathoming with the 
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assistance of Ansys programming so the greatest strain is less. 

So we can finish up our outline parameters are around revise. 

The last outcome positive way .There is no issue in the 

outlines of the machine. Last get together is planned and it is 

managed without disappointment. Additive treatment for the 

saw timber can display rather genuine natural issues if done in 

the timberland without appropriate field tasks; ought to be 

produced.  
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